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This volume contains the appendices for Boeing document D500-I0897-I,
"Design Verification and Fabrication of Active Control Systems for the
DAST ARW-2 High Aspect Ratio Wing", the final report summarizing the work
accomplished under Contract NASI-16010.
Appendix A contains data defining the aerodynamics and inertias used in
the airplane and control systems linear analyses and nonlinear simulation.
A study is presented in Appendix B that compares servoactuator bench test
results to analysis and investigates various factors that affect actuator
performance and stability. Appendix C contains data which summarizes the
airplane stability and performance with the final flutter suppression
system. The data contained in Appendix D shows stability and performance
sensitivity to variation in the dynamics and location of the control system
components. Appendix E contains data that shows the relative gain and
phase stability margins of each individual ACS and AFCS feedback loop and
the compatibility of the combined loops.
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APPENDIX A
DAST ARW-2 AERODYNAMIC, INERTIA AND THRUST DATA
This appendix containsthe aerodynamic and inertia data used in airplane and
control systems linear analyses and non-linear simulation. It also contains
speed brake and thrust data used in the determination of speed brake require-
ments.
List of data included:
• Longitudinal derivatives
25 percent MAC C.G.
8 flight conditions
• Lateral-directional derivatives
25 percent MAC C.G.
8 flight conditions
• Non-linear CL and CM versus alpha
8 flight conditions
• Moments of inertia
3 weight-C.G, combinations, body axis
• Plots of CD versus alpha with speed brakes
• Plots of thrust versus altitude for constant Mach numbers and percent
RPM
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILM_
pR]_C_DI_G PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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*MOMENT OF INERTIA (SLUG-FT 2)
IXX Iyy IZZ IXZ
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APPENDIX B
DAST ARW-2 OUTBOARD AILERON SERVOVALVE RELOCATION STUDY
This appendix contains a study (see Figure 37) initiated when data obtained
during bench testing of the servoactuator of DAST ARW-I did not compare
favorably with the model used for analysis.
The testing was conducted to determine if the DAST ARW-2 outboard aileron
servovalves should be moved outboard closer to the actuators. Line lengths,
load variations and position feedback gain variations were investigated.
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TO Gary Hodges NO. 3-75610-79-015
DATE 31 October 1979
MODEL DAST ARW-2
GROUP INDEX Flight Controls Analysis
SUBJECT DAST ARW-2 Outboard Aileron Servovalve Relocation Study
1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The DAST ARW-I outboard aileron servoactuators installed in the test vehicle
have about 84 inches of 3/16-inch outside diameter steel tubing between the
servovalves mounted in the center wing section and the actuators mounted out
in the wing at the inboard edges of the ailerons. Ground testing on the test
vehicle shows higher frequency servoactuator modes, at about I12, 155 and
380 hertz, which cause servoactuator instability at the desired feedback
gains. In addition, a lower frequency dominant mode with peak at 50-60
hertz has been shown by analysis to couple adversely with wing structural
elastic modes with the flutter suppression systems engaged. The higher frequency
modes required addition of notch filters to reduce actuator gain at the mode
frequencies. The lower frequency dominant mode will also require additional
compensation to provide satisfactory performance from the flutter suppression
system on the test vehicle.
As part of the subject study, testing was accomplished on a breadboard of the
DAST ARW-I outboard aileron servoactuator to establish the effects of line
length between Lhe servovaive and actuator and load inertia variations on
the servoactuator dynamic performance. The testing was conducted to determine
if the DAST ARW-2 outboard aileron servovalves should be moved outboard closer
to,the actuators and, if so, how much to alleviate the difficulties encountered
with the DAST ARW-I servoactuator:
The test results show that tileservoactuator bandpass does not improve
significantly as the length of the lines between the servoactuator and servo-
valve is shortened. In general, damping of the dominant, low frequency hydraulic
fluid-actuator coupled mode increases as line length is shortened and as control
surface inertia Is decreased. But, the frequency of this mode, with position
and pressure feedback gains constant, does not vary significantly with line
length or load inertia variations.
The dominant mode, which appears to be a coupled hydraulic fluid-actuator mode,
does not vary significantly in frequency or damping with changes in position
feedback loop gain. The general trend is to decrease frequency and damping
as position feedback gain increases. Pressure feedback increases the damping
on this mode, but decreases damping on higher frequency fluid modes.
The two higher frequency fluid modes increase in frequency as the servovalve
is moved closer to the actuator. With fuIl length (84-inch) lines, the modes
are at 160 and 380 hertz, but with lines reduced by half, the lower frequency
mode is at 230 hertz and the other above 500 hertz.
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The test results show that improved performance can be attained with shorter
lines and reduced control surface inertia. The DAST ARW-2 outboard aileron
servovalve should be moved farther outboard in the wing and the control surface
inertia should be reduced. While this should improve the servoactuator
performance, additional electronic compensation may be required to provide
satisfactory performance from the flutter suppression system.
2.0 TEST RESULTS
The tests were conducted on a breadboard of the DAST ARW-I outboard aileron
servoactuator set up in the Hydraulics Laboratory. Position and load pressure
feedback loops were closed on an EAI TR-48 analog co_uter. A 741 operational
amplifier with current feedback was used to drive the electrohydraulic
servovalve. Hydraulic power"was provided by a portable hydraulic power unit
capable of about 5 gallons per minute. The test set up with long lines
between the servovalve and actuator was identical to the servoactuator functional
test set up in August 1978.
The simulated load inertia used in the functional test was cut in half with
a long bolt added so testing could be accomplished with full or half inertia,
or with no inertia by removing the inertia from the actuator shaft. The lines
between the servovaive and actuator used for the functional test were used for
the full length lines tests. Another pair of lines were made up for the shorter
lines tests.
Three groups of tests were accomplished. The first serieswere frequency
response tests with variations in line length and simulated control surface
inertia. The second series of tests were all with full line length to determine
more exactly the nature of the dynamic response. In the third set, dynamic
responses were obtained with full and lO-inch lines with position feedback
gain variations.
Each time a change in the lines was made, the lines were bled and the actuator
oscillated 4 or 5 degrees amplitude at I0 hz for about 5 minutes to preclude
air being trapped in the lines and actuator.
2.1 Line Length and Load Inertia Variations
The servoactuator was first set up with the full length lines (84 inches)
and frequency responses obtained for actuator shaft displacement due to displace-
ment command for full (0.004 in-lb-sec2), half and no load inertia. Then, the
line length was shortened to three-quarter (63 inches), half (42 inches), one-
quarter (21 inches) and the shortest practical lines (I0 inches), consecutively,
and the same frequency responses obtained. The resulting plots are shown on
Figures l through 15. These frequency responses were all run with the nominal
position and pressure feedback loop gains, 329.6 rad/sec and 0.5678 rad/sec,
respectively. Different notch filters were required as the lines were shortened,
because the higher frequency fluid modes increased in frequency.
The notch filters implemented in the servoactuator feedforward path for each
of the line lengths are tabulated below.
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The frequency responses all show a first order ro]]-off followed by a dominant
mode peak in the 50-60 hertz range. Table I shows a summary of the frequency
responses. In general, for a given line length, reducing the load inertia
increased damping of the dominant mode (reduced peak magnitude), but changing
line length did not affect this mode significantly in either damping or
frequency. The dominant mode appears to be the coupled hydraulic fluid-
actuator mode. With full load inertia, the actuator-surface mode is at ]]O-l]5
hertz.
With full length lines, higher frequency fluid modes are evident at 160 and
380 hertz (a notch filter was required at 380 hertz to reach the nominal
feedback gains). With the lines reduced to 63 inches, these modes are at
about 185 and 460 hertz. At half line length, the lower frequency mode has
moved up to 230 hertz and the other is.above 500 hertz. Thus, the two higher
frequency fluid modes increase in frequency as the lines are shortened. The
230 hertz mode evident in the frequency responses with ]O-inch lines is the
servovalve. The servovalve mode is notapparent in the other frequency responses.
The dominant mode appears to change in damping and Frequency with time. Figure
16 shows the frequency response of actuator position obtained in the functional
tests in September 1978, with full length lines, full inertia and the same
position and pressure feedback gains and notch filter as the response shown
on Figure I. The functional test frequency response shows the dominant mode
peak at 72 hertz with amplitude about 2.27 degrees for the one degree amplitude
command. Figure I shows the peak at 60 hertz with amplitude of about
2.03 degrees. The frequency response obtained during the functional test
was run for 0.1 to I00 hertz frequency rangep so the higher frequency modes
cannot be compared. The 380 hertz mode was present and a notch filter at 380
hertz was required to attain the desired feedback gains. The difference in
this mode would tend to suggest air was entrapped in the lines during the
current test, but efforts were made to eliminate trapped air before any data
was taken.
2.2 Dominant Mode Tests
After completion of the line length variation tests, the servoactuator bread-
board was reassembled with the full length lines. Figures 17, 18 and ]9 show
frequency responses obtained at this time for full, half and no load inertia,
respectively. A comparison of these plots with responses obtained initially,
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Figures I, 2 and 3, show the dominant mode to be lighter damped and at
lower frequency. This response is more like that obtained on the servo-
actuators installed in the DAST ARW-I vehicle. Throughout the remainder
of the testing on the breadboard setup, the response changed some from day
to day, but essentially was the same.
A frequency response with the load inertia removed and low position feedback
gain (90.91 rad/sec) only was run to compare with a response obtained during
the DAST ARW-I functional tests. The two responses are plotted on Figure
20. The dominant mode frequency is at I00 hertz for both responses. The
lower frequency differences in the responses are probably due to actuator
friction, with the friction less now than a year ago. However, the measured
phase angles agree very well throughout the frequency range tested.
The hydraulic fluid mode at 160 hertz also changed some in nature. A notch
filter had to be added when the breadboard was revised to return to full
length lines. This notch was not required during the functional tests or
when the breadboard was first assembled for the current tests.
A frequency response of the valve drive amplifier output voltage, shown on
Figure 21, was run for a one degree actuator command, to determine if
amplifier saturation was occurring. Near the dominant mode peak frequency,
around 60 hertz, the voltage peaks at about 2.70 volts, with the maximum
peak at 500 hertz of about 15.2 volts. Thus, the dominant mode is not being
caused by nonlinear effects due to valve drive amplifier saturation.
Figure 22 shows the servoactuator frequency response obtained with the
hydraulic supply pressure increased to 2000 psi. The dominant mode peak occurs
at 62 hertz, slightly higher than obtained with 1500 psi supply pressure shown
on Fi.gure17. Supply pressure does not affect the servoactuator dynamic
response significantly.
2.3 Position Feedback Gain Variations
The final set of data run on the DAST ARW-I outboard aileron servoactdator
breadboard consisted of frequency responses for actuator displacement and
load pressure for four low position loop gains and no pressure feedback or
notch filters. Figures 23 through 26 show the actuator responses for the
full length lines, and Figures 27 through 30 show the corresponding load
pressure frequency responses. The actuator responses for lO-inch lines are
shown on Figures 31 through 34 and Figures 35 through 38 show load pressure
responses. The responses were obtained to determine if the dominant mode
was affected by position feedback for the full length and lO-inch lines.
The four gains run were Ig.18, 38.36, 76.72 and I15.08 rad/sec. The first
two were obtained using a 2 degree command because the response was so small
at the higher frequency fluid mode frequencies.
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The dominant mode frequency, with full length lines, show only a weak dep-
endence on position feedback gain. The peak frequency varies from about
85 hertz at 19.18 rad/sec down to about 80 hertz at II5.08 rad/sec. The
higher frequency fluid modes are more apparent in the load pressure frequency
responses.
The responses with lO-inch lines show little effect on the dominant mode
frequency by the position loop gain. The peak occurs at about 85 hertz,
except for the highest gain, I15.08 rad/sec, when it drops to about 82 hertz.
With lO-inch lines, positon feedback gain could be raised to higher loop
gain without driving the dominant mode unstable than with full length lines.
In general, results of these tests show little dependence of the dominant
mode on position feedback gain, in either frequency or damping, Mode damping
is hard to assess because as position loop gain is increased the first order
actuator mode moves farther out on the real axis, resulting in increased
response at the dominant mode frequency.
3.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECO_ENDATIONS
The test results discussed in Section 2, above, show that the dominant mode
in the DAST ARW-I outboard aileron response limits, the dynamic performance
capability of the servoactuator. Because the DAST ARW-2 outboard aileron
servoactuator is similar in structure and actuator size, it will also have
a dominant fluid-actuator mode of similar frequency and damping which
will limit its capability.
This mode is not a strong function of line length (between the servovaIve
and actuator) or position feedback gain. The nature of the response does
vary some with time, probably due to actuator and servovalve wear-in. The
higher frequency modes increase in frequency as the line length is shortened,
with the higher frequency mode above 500 hertz for 42-inch and shorter lines.
The dominant mode damping increased with a decrease in the simulated control
surface inertia, butthe inertia had no effect on the higher frequency fluid
modes.
While the test results are not totally conclusive, the general trend shows
that better dynamic performance can be attained with shorter lines between
the servovalve and actuator and with lower control surface inertia. There-
fore, it is recommended that the DAST ARW-2 outboard aileron servovalve be moved
outboard in the wing from that shown on the design drawings to no more than
40-45 inches from the actuator between the wing spars. Also, the inertia
of the outboard aileron should be reduced to the lowest value consistent
with maintaining structural strength.
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A more accurate mathematical representation of the outboard aileron servo-
actuator should be developed to permit analytical exploration for additional
electrical compensation to improve the actuator response. The data generated
in this series of tests should aid in the mathematical formulation.
Other tests could be run on the breadboard test setup, such as other compensation
and line diameter variations. Changing line diameter would require a change
in the feedback potentiometermounting to provide clearance for larger tube
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APPENDIX C
DAST ARW-2 FINAL FLUTTER SUPPRESSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCEDATA
This appendix contains data which summarizes the airplane stability and
performance withthe final flutter suppression system.
Figures 38 through 47 show the symmetric and antisymmetric mode damping
ratios and frequencies for the critical flight Conditions determined from
analysis. This data yerifies that the FSS meets the requirements to provide
flutter mode stability and not reduce mode damping ratio below 0.01 or
degrade damping of modes with damping ratios below 0.01.
Figures 48 through 59 show the improvement in flutter mode damping with the
FSS operating. Damping ratio data is presented as a function of altitude
and Mach number.
Figures 60 through 71 present root loci showing structural mode stability
for flight conditions within the specified flight envelope. Figures 66,
67, 69 and 71 show the requirement for FSS antisymmetric filter gain sched-
uling and with gain scheduling, the FSS meets the specifications contained
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DAST ARW-2 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS DATA
This appendix contains data which summarizes the sensitivity of structural
mode stability to variations in dynamics and locations of control system
components. For the most part the sensitivity analysis was not repeated
for the final FSS filters, however sensitivity to changes shown in this
data and the root loci analysis performed using the latest filters indicate
that results of this study are valid.
Figures 72 and 73 compare structural mode damping ratios for various accel-
erometer wing locations. The optimal sensor locations were selected by
zero root locus as presented in the final report for sensors moved along
front and rear spars. Thesensor locations were varied inboard and out-
board of the optimal up to two inches. The symmetric gain margin was not
reduced below plus or minus 6 dB but the phase margin was reduced to 20
degrees when the sensors were separated by six inches. The antisymmetric
gain and phase margins were reduced significantly when the sensors were
separated by four inches.
The recommended installation of the symmetric accelerometers was plus or
minus one inch of the wing station 82 on front spar and 84 on rear spar.
The recommended installation of the antisymmetric accelerometers was plus
or minus 0.5 inch of wing station 92 on both front and rear spars. The
vertical accelerometer recommended location was at body station 265 plus
or minus 2.5 inches.
Notch filters are used both in the FSS filter and servoactuator compensa-
tion. Sensitivity to notch filter parameter changes was analyzed. Figure
74 shows the transfer functions of the notch filters used in the symmetric
and antisymmetric compensation. The final filters did not include the 170
and 230 radian notch filters, however the sensitivity analysis is presented
here for future reference.
The summary of the notch filter sensitivity analysis is shown on Figures
74 through 82. The capacitors and resistors of the notch filters have very
close tolerances and small sensitivity to temperature changes, therefore
the parameter changes from nominal is expected to be small over the flight
envelope. The damping ratio and frequency of the notch filters were varied
plus and minus five percent and the damping ratio of the actual modes changed
less than eight percent.
Several servovalves were evaluated in an effort to extend the servoactuator
bandwidth. A Moog Series 31 servovalve was initially selected for the
actuator model and later bench tested. The Series 31 servovalve has a wide
bandwidth and improved FSS performance but was expensive and required com-
plicated closed loop circuitry. A Hydraulic Research Model AR-25 servovalve
was selected because it was a direct replacement for the Series 30 used for
the ARW-I servoactuator but had a wider bandwidth. The structural mode
136
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stability results of the three servovalves are shownon Figures 83 through
88. Figure 85 showsthat a plus 6 dB gain margin cannot be achieved with
the Series 30 servovalves. Although the AR-25 servovalve did not increase
the servoactuator bandwidth, the increased servovalve bandwidth provided
increased performance and 6 dB of gain margin was achieved.
Figures 88 and 89 whencomparedwith Figures 83 and 86 respectively verify
that the compensating actuator filter which cancels the surface-actuator
modeis required. Figures 90 through 92 summarizethe sensitivity analysis
performed by varying the frequency of the surface-actuator modewith respect
to the compensating filter frequency.
The results of this sensitivity study indicated that when the compensating
filter was removedthe symmetric airplane modeswere destabilized and were
difficult to stabilize and the antisymmetric filter modelead phase margin
was decreased to 40 degrees. The FSSwas relatively insensitive to a plus
or minus 20 percent frequency change in the surface-actuator mode.
Servoactuator pressure feedback gain was reduced to determine the effect on
airplane stability. Figures 93 through 96 summarizethis analysis. A reduc-
tion of 30 percent in pressure feedback gain did not reduce symmetric
stability below specifications and the antisymmetric lag phase margin was
reduced only to 40 degrees.
A hinge momentsensitivity analysis was performed to determine stability
effects. Figure 97 shows the servoactuator gain and phase response to a
hinge momentchangeat the filter frequency. The maximumaiding (surface
trailing edge up) to the maximumresisting (trailing edge down) hinge moment
causes approximately 45 degrees of phase lag and 4 dB loss in gain. Figures
98 through 104 summarizethe hinge momentsensitivity analysis. Changesin
hinge momentmay require servoactuator gain scheduling. This should be
evaluated further by ground and flight testing.
Other sensitivity studies showedthat the airplane is relatively insensitive
to small changes in stability derivatives and the active control systems
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ACS/AFCS SYSTEMS ROOT LOCl
Gain and phase stability margins of each individual ACS and AFCS feedback
loop, except the flutter system, are shown on the figures of this section.
The stability margins of each loop were determined with each combination
of systems that may be closed during some phase of flight testing. The
margins were determined at various flight conditions spanning the total
flight range. The root loci plots are identified in Figure 106 and shown
on Figures 107 through 204. The stability margins were evaluated using
QSE equations of motion. Each system loop was evaluated by +4.5 dB gain
and +30 degrees phase margin criteria. Refer to Figure 106 as a guide to
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• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
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• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 205 MAC
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FORWARD C,G. MLA TEST CONDITION
179
DO 6000 2145 REV 9182
APPENDIX E
• MLA TEST
• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.

























DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS CLOSED FOR
..... FORWARDC,G. MLA TEST CONDITION
APPENDIX E
• MLATEST
• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20% MAC
























F I GURE 108 (CONCLUDED)
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• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBSo
• C.G.: 20% MAC
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DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR
....... FORWARDC°G. MLATEST CONDITION
APPENDIX E
e. MLA TEST
• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH= 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
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• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
































DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BCS CLOSED FOR
FORWARD C,G. MLATEST CONDITION
APPENDIX E
• MLA TEST
• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH= 0.42
• ALTITUDE= 10,000 FT'.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.
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FIGURE 110 (CONCLUDED)
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DO 6000 2145 REV 9/82
APPENDI X E
• MLA lEST
• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0,42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT,
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS,

















DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR
' FORWARDC.G. MLA TEST CONDITION •
APPENDIXE
• MLA TEST
• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FTo
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
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FIGURE 111 (CONCLUDED)
DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.
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.... FORWARDC.G. MLATEST CONDITION
APPENDIX E
• MLA TEST
• PCS wI'rH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE= 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBSo
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FIGURE 112 (CONCLUDED)
DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
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.... FORWARDC,G. MLA TEST CONDITION
APPENDIXE
• MLA TEST
• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
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DAS'r ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR






• ALTITUDE= 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2200 LBS.
• C.G.: 33_ MAC
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• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G.: 33% MAC
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• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G,: 33_ MAC
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• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G,: 33_ MAC
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DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR
....... AF-rC.G. MLA TEST CONDITION
APPENDI X E
• MLA TEST
• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH= 0.42
• ALTITUDE= 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2200 LBS.
• C.G;: 33_ MAC
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• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G.: 33_ MAC
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• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: I0,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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.... AFT C.G. MLA TEST CONDITION _
APPENDIX E
• MLA TEST
• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200 LBS.





















DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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• GLA AILERON WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA STAB IL IZER CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G.: 33% MAC
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• GLA AILERON WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA STABILIZER CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LB$.
• C.G.: 33% I_C
I I





DAST ARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• GLA AILERON WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA STAB I L IZER CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS°
• C.G.: 33% MAC
I I





















DAST ARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA
STABILIZER LOOPS CLOSED FOR AFT CoG. MLA TEST CONDITION
APPENDIX E
• MLA TEST
• GLA STABILIZER WITH RSSp PCS
AND GLA AILERON CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE- lOpO00 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2200 LBS.
• C.G.. 33_ MAC
t I I "f ',
/
//







DAST"ARW-2 GLA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS,, PCS AND GLA




• GLA STABILIZER WITH RSS, PCS
AND GLA AILERON CLOSED
m MACH: 0.42
• ALTITIlDE: I0,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G.: 33% MAC












DAST ARW-2 GLA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• GLA STABILIZER WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA AILERON CLOSED
• MACH- 0.42
• ALTITUDE: I0,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G,: 33% MAC
I I I
I
I I _ I



















DAS'r ARW-2 GLA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.










































DAST ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.42
• ALTITUDE: 10,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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FIGURE 122 (CONCLUDED)
DAST ARW-2 BCS SYSTEN GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR






• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.













DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BASIC AIRPLANE FOR






• ALTITUDE: _ 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.
• C.G.= 20% MAC
I I
I
I I I _ I























• RSS Wll_! PCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
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FIGURE 124
DAS'FARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
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DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
I I I I
1 °0
20.00 16.00 12.00 e. O0 4.0D 0.00 4.0b
(RAD/SEC)
FIGURE 125
DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOOI WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• NIACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20'_ MAC
I I I
I
, , I ,

























DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEN GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.7U
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.








DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BCS CLOSED FOR
.... FORWARDC.G. GLA TEST CONDITION
APPENDIXE
• GLA TEST
• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.7U
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
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DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BCS CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MAC'H: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
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FIGURE 127
DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: O.7U
• ALTITUDE, 15,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2500 LBS.



























DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
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FIGURE 128
DAST'ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE= 15,000 F'l'.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
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FIGURE 128 (CONCLUDED)
DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• GLA AILERON WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA STABILIZERCLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
I I I




















DAST ARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA
STABILIZER LOOPS CLOSED FOR FORWARDC.G. GLA TEST CONDITION
APPENDIX E
• GLA TEST
• GLA AILERON WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA STAB I L I ZER CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE= 15,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.:. 20% MAC
NO. _9_N \ I
3 t.680 \ I o
1\ _ I Io
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F I GURE 129 (C1:)NTI NUED)
DAS'I" ARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA





• GLA AILERON WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA STABI L IZER CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.












DAST ARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA
• STABILIZER LOOPS CLOSED FOR FORWARDC.G. GLA TEST CONDITION
APPENDIXE
• GLATEST
• GLA STABILIZER WITH RSS, PCS
AND GL.A AILERON CLOSED•
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE= 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
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FIGURE 130
DAST ARW-2 GLA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• GLA STABILIZER WITH RSSp PCS
AND GLA AILERON CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT.- 2500 LBS.
• C.G..- 20_ MAC _
I I I I !NO. GRIN I
3 t:seo I
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FIGURE 130 (CONTINUED)
DAbT ARW-2 GLA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




APPEND I X E
• GLA TEST
• GLA STABILIZER WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA AILERON CLOSED "
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G;: 20_ MAC
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FIGURE 1)0 (CONCLUDED)
DAST ARW-2 GLA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MAC'H: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 1.5•000 FT,
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2.500 LBS,
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
• 5950






























DAST ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MAC'H: 0.70
• ALTITUDE= 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBSo
• C.G,: .20_ MAC

























DAST ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR






• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2200LBSo
• . C.G,= 33% MAC




DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BASIC AIRPLANE FOR






• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C,G.: 33_ MAC
I I
FIGURE 132 (CONCLUOED)
DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BASIC AIRPLANE FOR




• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• I_,CH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G,= 33% MAC

















DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOOI WITH PCS CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 _LBS,
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FIGURE 133 (CONCLUDED)
DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G.: 33% MAC
I I I I ! / _
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FIGURE 134
DASTARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBSo
• C.G.: 33% MAC
NO. GR N
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DASTARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15•000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 •LBS.








DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BCS CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT= 2200 LBS.
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FIGURE 135 (CONCLUDED)
DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BCS CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE= 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G,: 33_ MAC
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FIGURE 136
DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70 '
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200LBS.
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FIGURE 136 (CONCLUDED)
DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOOI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 1.5,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 •LBSo
• C.G.: 33_ MAC













DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED FOR
. . •AFT C.G_ GLA TEST CONDITION '
242
APF_ND I X E
• GLA TEST
• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH= 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200LBS.
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DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• GLA AILERON WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA STAB I L I ZER CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS,
• C.G,: 33% MAC































DAST ARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• GLA AILERON WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA STAB I L I ZER CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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FIGURE 138 (CONTINUED)
DAST ARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• GLA AILERON WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA STABILIZER CLOSED
• MACH= 0.70
• ALTITUDE= 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2200 LBS.













































DAST ARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA
STAB I L IZER LOOPS CLOSED FOR AFT C. Go GLA TEST CONDI T I ON
APPENDIX E
• GLA TEST
• GLA STABILIZER WITH RSS, PCS
AND GLA AILERON CLOSED
• MACH; 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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FIGURE 139
DAST ARW-2 GLA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA










• GLA STABILIZER WITH RSS, PCS
AND GLA AILERON CLOSED
• MACI_: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• O.G,: 33% MAC
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DAST ARW-2 GLA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOOI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• GLA STABILIZER WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA AILERON CLOSED
• MACH- 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT,
• GROSS WEIGHT" 2200 LBS.
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DAST ARW-2 GLA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70 •
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200LBS.
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DAST ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR
.... AFT CoG. GLATEST CONDITION .....
APPENDIX E
• GLA TEST
• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 1..5,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200 LBS.










DASTARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR






• ALTITUDE= 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
r i i I i / i (5
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FIGURE 141
DAS'r ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BASIC AIRPLANE FOR






• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.

























DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BASIC AIRPLANE FOR




• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
i
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FIGURE 142
DAS_ ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS CLOSED FOR




• RSS WI151PCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.























• RSS Wl'n-I PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40 •
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 Fl',
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.
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DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
I
NO. GAIN I \ I
I I




























DASTARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH= 0.40
• ALTITUDE= 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
I I I I















• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE= 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20% MAC
-!
NO. GRIN I I I
I I

























• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
t I I I I
I
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FIGURE 145
DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT, 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
I I I
_A
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FIGURE 145 (CONCLUDED)
DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTIT1JDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC














• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
I I I
I I I I I













• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC




DAST ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.

























DAST ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR
• ' FORWARD C.G. LAUNCH CONDITION "
265




• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.










DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAI N/PHASE ROOT LOCI WI TH BASIC A I RPLANE FOR





• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.

























DAb_ ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BASIC AIRPLANE FOR




• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G,: 33% MAC
o (RAD/SEC)
FIGURE 149
DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS CLOSED FOR




RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• •
• MACH. 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15w000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G.: 33_ MAC
=. o.,_j \ ' _ '
i .S9SO X /
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DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS_WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G.= 33% MAC
I I I I
FIGURE 150
DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE= 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G;: 33_ MAC













































DAS'r' ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BCS CLOSED FOR







• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE= 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS,
• C.G,: 33% MAC
N-
! I























DAS'T ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BCS CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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FIGURE 152
DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G,: 33% MAC
I_. GRIN
S 1.680






DAS'r ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.






























DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• GLA AILERON WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA STABILIZER CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G,: 33% MAC
I I I I
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DAST ARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• GLA AILERON WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA STABILIZER CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G,: 33% MAC
I I I
I




















DAST ARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• GLA AILERON WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA STABILIZER CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G.: 33% MAC
I I I
/
I I I I
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DASTARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCIWlll-I RSS, PCS AND GLA
STABILIZER LOOPS CLOSED FOR• AFT C;G. LAUNCH CONDITION
APPENDIX E
• LAUNCH
• GLA STABILIZER WITH RSS, PCS
AND GLA AILERON CLOSED
• MACH; 0.40
• ALTITUDE; 15,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200 LBSo
• C.G.: 33% MAC
I I I ._...-- 11
, I











DAST ARW-2 GLA STAB IL IZER LOOP GA IN/PHASE ROOT LOC I W ITH RSS, PCS AND GLA





• GLA STABILIZER WITH RSS, PCS
AND GLA AILERON CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE= 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2200 LBS.
• C.G,: 33% MAC




















. . . , . . .
DA_T ARW-2 GLA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WIT1-! RSS, PCS AND GLA





• GLA STABILIZER WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA AILERON CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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FIGURE 155 (CONCLUDED)
DAST ARW-2 GLA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA
AILERON LOOPS CLOSED FOR AFT C.G. LAUNCH CONDITION
283
DO 6000 2145 REV 9182
APPENDIX E
• LAUNCH
• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE= 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G.: 33_ MAC
I I I I
FIGURE 156
DAST ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.40
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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FIGURE 156 (CONCLUDED)
DAST ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR






• ALTITUDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.













DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BASIC AIRPLANE FOR






• ALTITUDE= 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.























DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BASIC AIRPLANE FOR




• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE= 50,000 FI".
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.






















DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS CLOSED FOR
..... FORWARDC.G, HIGH ALTITUDE CONDITION
APPENDI X E
• HIGH ALTITUDE
• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• MACH= 0.70
• ALTITUDE= 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.
• C.G.= 20_ MAC
' NO. GRIN I I _ I
l ,$9S0
2 I. 000i/ /
+




















DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.























DA_T ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCl WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE= 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.



























DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC






















































DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BCS CLOSED FOR
FORWARDC.G, HIGH ALTITUDE CONDITION
APPENDIX E
• HIGH ALTITUDE
• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE= 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.































DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BCS CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
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DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCl WITH RSS CLOSED FOR
FORWARD C.G. HIGH ALTITUDECONDITION
APPENDI X E
• HIGH ALTITUDE
• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
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• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 50p000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
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DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED FOR
' FORWARD C;G. HIGH ALTITUDE CONDITION
APPENDI X E
• HIGH ALTITUDE
• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE = 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
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FIGURE 162 (CONCLUDED)
DAS'T ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.





























DAST ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOOI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR
FORWARDC.G, HIGH ALTITUDE CONDITION
APPENDI X E
• HIGH ALTITUDE
• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.- 20_ MAC
NO. GRIN
; l .5950
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DAST ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR






• ALTITUDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G,: 33% MAC
I I I
I
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FIGURE 164
DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOOI WITH BASIC AIRPLANE FOR






• ALTITUDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.

























DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BASIC AIRPLANE FOR




• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTlll.IDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G.: 33% MAC
(RAD/SEC)
FIGURE 165
DAST'ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBSo
• C.G,: 33% MAC
i
i i I




















DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH- 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT" 2200 LBS.
• C.G,: 33% MAC
c_(RAD/SEC)
FIGURE 166
DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE= 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2200 LBS.
• C.G;: 335 MAC
I I
I

















DAS't"ARW-2 RSS SYSTEN GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G;: 33_ MAC
I I I




DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BCS CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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FIGURE 167 (CONCLUDED)
DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BCS CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G.: 33% MAC
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FIGURE 168
DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• I_CH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G,: 33% MAC
I I I
























DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G,= 335 MAC

















DA_ ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACI..I: 0,70
• ALTITUDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G;= 33_ MAC
I ! I
, ,, , + \1 I






















DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED FOR





• GLA AILERON WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA STABILIZERCLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G,: 33% MAC
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FIGURE 170
DAST ARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA
STAB I L IZER LOOPS CLOSED FOR AFT C.G. H I GH ALT ITUDE CONDI T I ON
APPENDIXE
• HIGHALTITUDE
• GLA AILERON WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA STABILIZERCLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.















DAS'T ARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• GLA AILERON WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA STABILIZER CLOSED
• I_CH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE= 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2200 LBS.




















DAST ARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• GLA STABILIZER WITH RSS, PCS
AND GLA AILERON CLOSED
• HACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: 50p000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G.: 335 MAC




DAS'I"ARW-2 GLA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• GLA STABILIZER WITH RSS, PCS
AND GLA AILERONCLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE= 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2200 LBS.
• C.G,: 33_ MAC
I I I I
\
\
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DA_ ARW-2 GLA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• GLA STABILIZER WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA AILERON CLOSED
• I_CH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE= 50,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2200 LBS.
• C.G;: 33% MAC
t •
I t I




















DAb_ ARW-2 GLA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE= 50,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G,: 33% MAC
I I I I
\\
I I










DAST ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.70
• ALTITUDE: .50,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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DAST ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR







• ALTITUDE= 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
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DASTARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOOI WITH BASIC AIRPLANE FOR











• ALTITUDE: 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
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DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BASIC AIRPLANE FOR




• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• 1.0g FLIGHT
• MACH: 0.80
• ALTITUDE: 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.











































• RSSWITH PCS CLOSED
• l oOg FLIGHT
• MACH: 0.80
• ALTITUDE: 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
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DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• 1.0g FLIGHT
• MACH: 0.80
• ALTITUDE: 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.




DA_T ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR






• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• 1,0g FLIGHT
• MACH- 0,80
• ALTITUDE= 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT." 2500 LBS.
• C.G.= 20_ MAC
I I I
i , I I I

























DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• 1.0g FLIGHT
• MACH: 0,80
• ALTITUDE, 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
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FIGURE 176
DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BCS CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• 1,0g FLIGHT
• MACH: 0.80
• ALTITUDE= 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC





























• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• 1.0g FLIGHT
• MACH: 0.80
• ALTITUDE: 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
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FIGURE 177





• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• 1oOg FLIGHT
• MACH= 0,80
• ALTITUDE- 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.

























DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOOI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• 1.0g FLIGHT
• MACH: 0.80
• ALTITUDE: 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
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FIGURE 178






• I:_S WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• 1,0g FLIGHT
• MACH= 0.80
• ALTITUDE= 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= •2500 LBS.
• C.G.= 20_ MAC
I I I
I
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FIGURE 178 (CONCLUDED)





• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• 1.0g FLIGHT
• MACH: 0,80
• ALTITUDE= 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
I I' I I
t I






DAST ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• 1.0g FLIGHT
• MACH: 0,80
• ALTITUDE= 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2.500 LBS.
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FIGURE 179 (CONCLUDED)








• ALTITUDE: 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.







































DAS'T ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BASIC AIRPLANE FOR
........ AFT C.Go CRUISECONDITION
334
NO. / GRIN I











• ALTITUDE; 46,800 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200 LBS.


















DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BASIC AIRPLANE FOR




• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• 1,2g FLIGHT
• MACH: 0,80
• ALTITUDE= 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2200 LBS.






























DAS'I"ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• 1.2g _FLIGHT
• NIACH: 0,80
• ALTITUDE: 46,800 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT= 2200 LBSo
• C.G,-. 33_ I_C
NO GR N I '-, I (", I
," .$9 0 \ \
2 t. ooo x
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DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• 1,2g FLIGHT
• MACH: 0,80
• ALTITUDE* 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.




















DAS'T ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR







2 l .ooo "x
APPENDIX E
ORUI SE
RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
1,2g FLIGHT
0,80




I I I I




















DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTl_M GAIN/PHASE ROOT LO01 WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• 1.2g FLIGHT
• MACH: 0,80
• ALTITUDE: 46,800 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G,: 33% MAC
I I I
FIGURE 183
DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BCS CLOSED FOR






















• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• 1.2g FLIGHT
• MACH: 0;80
• ALTITUDE: 46,800 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200LBS.













DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BCS CLOSED FOR





• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• 1.2g FLIGHT
• MACH: 0,80
• ALTITUDE:- 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200LBS.
• C.G.: 33_ MAC
i. z& I
,
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FIGURE 184
DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOOI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• 1.2g FLIGHT
• MACH: 0;80
• ALTITUDE: 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBSo


























DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR







• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• 1.2g FLIGHT •
• MACH= 0.80
• ALTITUDE= 46,800 FT.
• GROSSWE IGHT: •2200 •LBS0






















DAS'I" ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED FOR




• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• 1.2gFLIGHT
• HACH: 0,80
• ALTITUDE; 46,800 FT.
• GROSSWE IGHT: •2200 LBS.






















DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED FOR








• ALTITUDE: 48,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200LBS.
• C.G.: 33_ MAC
I I I I
J
















DA_T ARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA








• ALTITUDE= 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2200LBS.
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FIGURE 186 (CONTINUED)
DAST ARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• GLA AILERON WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA STABILIZER CLOSED
• MACH: 0.80
• ALTITUDE: 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.












DA_T ARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA
STABILIZER LOOPS CLOSED FOR AFT C,G. CRUISE CONDITION
APPENDIXE
CRUISE




• ALTIT1JDE: 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.





























DAST ARW-2 GLA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• GLA STABILIZER WITH RSS, PCS
AND GLA AILERON CLOSED
• 1,2gFLIGHT
• MACH: 0;80
• ALTITUDE: 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200LBS.
• C.G.: 33% MAC
I I I
I
























DAsT ARW-2 GLA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOOI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• OLA STABILIZER WITH RSS, PCS AND
OLA AILERON CLOSED
• MACH: 0.80
• ALTITUDE: 46,800 FT.
• OROSSWEIOHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G.: 33% MAC
I I I I I
----.._..__....,..,f
I
I I l I

















DA_T ARW-20LA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA




• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• • 1.2g FLIGHT
• MACH: 0,80
• ALTITUDE: 46,800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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FIGURE 188
DAST ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR




• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• 1.2g FLIGHT
• I_CH: 0,80
• ALTITUDE: 46p800 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.











DAST ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAI N/PHASE ROOT LOCI WI TH RSS CLOSED FOR
AFT CoG. CRUISE CONDITION
353
APPENDIX E
• MAXIMUM 0 (Vd)
• RSS
• MACH= 0.86
• ALTITUDE= 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.
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FIGURE 189
DAS'I"ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BASIC AIRPLANE FOR
FORWARDC.G. MAXIMUMDYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION
354
APPEND IX E
• MAXIMUM Q (Vd)
• RSS
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
I !
-0, qO O. O0
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FIGURE 189 (CONCLUDED)
DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAI N/PHASE ROOT LOOI WI TH BASI C A I RPLANE FOR
FORWARDC.G. MAXIMUMDYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION
355
APPENDI X E
• MAXIMUM _) (Vd)
• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
I I I
I














DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LO01 WITH PCS CLOSED FOR
.... FORWARDC.G. MAXIMUM DYNAMICPRESSURECONDITION ''
BOEJ/IM'O
• MAXIMUM Q (Vd)
• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.80
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
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FIGURE 190 (CONCLUDED)
DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS CLOSED FOR
FORWARDC.G. MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION
357
APPENDIX E
• MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0°86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FTo
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS°










DAST'ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH POS AND GLA CLOSED FOR
FORWARD C.G° MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION
APPENDI X E
• MAXIMUM Q (Vd)
• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.80
• ALTITUDE: 15,,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20% MAC
I I I
I
o a I o















DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR
FORWARDC.G. MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION
359
APPENDIX E
• MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.8b
• ALTITUDE= 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
/=/
/i






















DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BCS CLOSED FOR
FORWARDC.G. MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION
360
APPENDIX E
• MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• R_S WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH= 0.86
• ALT I TUDE, 15 _,OOO FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.
































DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BCS CLOSED FOR
FORWARDC.G. MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURECONDITION
361
DO 6000 2145 REV 9182
APPENDIX E
• MAXIMUM Q (Vd)
• PcS W lll-IRSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
N_"
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F I GURE 193
DAST AI_W-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOOI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR
• 'FORWARD C.G; MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION '
362
APPENDI X E
• MAXIMUM Q (v d)
• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
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FIGURE 193 (CONCLUDED)
DAST ARW-..2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOOI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR
' 'FORWARD C.G. MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION
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• MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• F_;S WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTll'UDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC
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DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED FOR
FORWARDC.G. MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION
APPENDIX E
• MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH= 0.86
• ALTITUDE; 15p000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
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FIGURE 194 (CONCLUDED)
DAS_ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED FOR
.... FORWARDC.G. MAXIMUM DYNAMICPRESSURE CONDITION •
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• MAXIMUM 0 (Vd)
• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 F"T.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2500 LBS.
• C.G.: 20_ MAC






















DAS'I"ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR
• FORWARDC.G. MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION
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• MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2500 LBS.
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FIGURE 195 (CONCLUDED)
DAST ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR
.... FORWARDC.G. MAXIMUM DYNAMICPRESSURECOND1TION
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• MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• RSS
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE= 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2200 LBS.
• C.G.: 33% MAC
I I I t
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FIGURE 196
DA_ ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BASIC AIRPLANE FOR
AFT C.G. MAXIMUM DYNAMICPRESSURECONDITION
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• MAXIMUM Q (Vd)
• RSS
• MAC'H: 0.86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G.: 33_ MAC





























F I GURE 196 (CONCLUDED)
DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BASIC AIRPLANE FOR
' AFT C,G. MAXIMUM DYNAMICPRESSURECONDITION
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• MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.





































DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS CLOSED FOR
'" AFTC.G.MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURECONDITION "
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• MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• RSS WITH PCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS CLOSED FOR
AFT C.G.I_%XIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION
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e MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• RSS WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH" 0.86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 •LBS.
• C.G,: 33% MAC
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DAb_ ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR
AFTC.G. MAXIMUMDYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION
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• MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• RSS wl'n-I PCS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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FIGURE 198 (CONCLUDED)
DA:_T ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH PCS AND GLA CLOSED FOR
.... AFT C.G. MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION
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• MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
















































F I GURE 199
DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BCS CLOSED FOR
• ' AFT C.G. MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURECONDITION
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• MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• RSS WITH BCS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE; 15,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G.,: 33_ MAC
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DAST ARW-2 RSS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH BCS CLOSED FOR
' AFTC,G,MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURECONDITION
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• MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2200 LBS.




















DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR
' ' AFT C.G. MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION ' '
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• MAXIMUM q (V d)
• PCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE; 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200LBS.























DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR
• ' ' AFT C.G, MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION
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• MAXIMUM O (Vd)
• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
• C.G,: 33% MAC
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DAST ARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED FOR
' AFT C,G. MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION • _
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• MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• PCS WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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DASTARW-2 PCS GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS AND GLA CLOSED FOR







































































DAS'r ARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA
STABILIZER LOOPS CLOSED FOR AFTC,G, MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION
APPENDIX E
MAXIMUM Q (V d)




GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS,
C.G.: 335 MAC
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FIGURE 202 (CONTINUED)
DAST ARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSSp PCS AND GLA
STABILIZER LOOPS CLOSED FOR AFTC.G,MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION
381
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• MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• GLA AILERON WITH RSS, PCS AND
GLA STABILIZER CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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DAST ARW-2 GLA AILERON LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA
STABILIZER LOOPS CLOSED FOR AFT C.G. MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION
APPENDIX E
• MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• GLA STABILIZER WITH RSS, PCS
AND GLA AILERON CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.


















































DAST ARW-2 GLA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA
AILERONLOOPS CLOSED FOR AFT C.G. MAXIMUMDYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION
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• MAXI_JM Q (Vd)
• GLA STABILIZER WITH RSS, PCS
AND GLA AILERON CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSSWEIGHT: 2200 LBS.












































DAS'TARW-2 GLA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA










• .MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• GLA STABILIZER WITH RSS, PCS
AND GLA AILERON CLOSED
• MACH= 0.86
• ALTITUDE- 15,000 FT.
• GROSS HEIGHT: 2200 LBS.
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FIGURE 203 (CONCLUDED)
DAS'I'ARW-2 GLA STABILIZER LOOP GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS, PCS AND GLA
AILERON LOOPS CLOSED FOR AFT C,G. MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION
385
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• MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• BCS WII_I RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE: 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT: 2200 LBS.





























DAST ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR
AFT C.G. MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONDITION
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APPENDIX E.
• MAXIMUM Q (V d)
• BCS WITH RSS CLOSED
• MACH: 0.86
• ALTITUDE= 15,000 FT.
• GROSS WEIGHT= 2200 LBS.
















DAST ARW-2 BCS SYSTEM GAIN/PHASE ROOT LOCI WITH RSS CLOSED FOR
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